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Who we are



What is cloaking

https://cloaked.com
crawler human



Black SEO

Affiliate marketing

Malware

Phishing

Pay Per Click

Illegal Services

Pharmacy

GambleLoans

Crypto

Who use it and why



Cloaking in 2007



Cloaking in 2007



Is it cloaking or fraud detection system?

Cloaking in 2018



Cloaking systems classification



Detection based on source  IP address information and UA

Naive Adversary



Leverage passive network stack fingerprinting: TCP/SSL/HTTP

Intermediate Adversary



Advanced adversary: UA fingerprinting

Advanced Adversary



Naive cloaking system example

linkscloaking.com



linkscloaking.com plans



linkscloaking.com admin panel



linkscloaking.com configuration steps



linkscloaking.com how it works?



linkscloaking.com what is under the hood?



linkscloaking.com what is under the hood?



linkscloaking.com cloaking server response

Request to crawler.lincsclaoking.com

Response to UA



Advanced cloaking system

leadcloak.com



leadcloak.com plans



leadcloak.com power mode



leadcloak.com campaign setup



leadcloak.com campaign setup complete



Downloaded file name: abracadabra-power-mode-advanced-cloaker.zip

Inside you find these files:

● abracadabra.js

● ajax-loader.gif

● index.php

● leadcloak-abracadabra.php

*abracadabra - random string representing campaign identificator

leadcloak.com power mode. What is inside?



leadcloak.com How it works?



leadcloak.com advanced power mode part 1



leadcloak.com advanced power mode part 2



leadcloak.com cloaker response result



leadcloak.com iFrames to circumvent detection



What people say in cyber underground



Game! Which one is fraud?



Game! Which one is fraud?



Fraud around cloaking in cyber underground



Fraud around cloaking in cyber underground



Fraud around cloaking in cyber underground



Cloaking campaign survival times



How companies detect cloaking



Detect redirect chain

- Compare redirect chain for crawler with emulated user

Why it doesn’t work? 

- iFrame, content rewrite
- Detect emulated user 

Myths about cloaking detection



Landing page content analysis

- Compare landing page for crawler with “real” user

Why it doesn’t work?

- False positives
- Same link = different results based on Geolocation, device types

- SPA
- Page for crawler might have different content ( no Ads)

- Bust emulated user 
- “Real” user is not a real user

- Privacy

- Sampling content received by real user is a either a privacy leak or 
an information loss

- Ad networks wouldn’t share data with each other

Myths about cloaking detection



Cloaking detection methods research



- Replay real user traffic

- Hard to scale due to variables in requests that needs to be 
identified, signed components that contain timestamps/UA 
specific data, etc

- Automate known good User Agent
- Detectable out of the box (navigator.webdriver, emulated 

user-events, user timings, system configurations)
- Modify known good User Agent

- Hardware fingerprints likely leak it (TCP, SSL. WebGL)

- Hard to maintain
- Mobile device emulators

- Hard to fake sensor data
- Replay doesn’t make sense

- Proxy through residential IPs

- That’s cool, but fingerprints still bust you

“real” user vs real user emulation
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